THE MOST ACCURATE REFERENCE

Fan Decks are traditional colour tools. Consisting of paper colour chips that have been painted with the actual products, Fan Decks provide excellent colour accuracy. Our Fan Decks are conveniently sorted and reinforced with a laminated back to prevent folding and curling.

Retrieving information from the chips is very easy – simply scan the barcode on the reverse of the chip. You can also enter the code manually into our ChromaWeb software.

INTERESTED IN SAMPLING OUR FAN DECKS?

Our local distributor has the latest information on all Cromax fan decks.

The Centari Fan Deck consists of colour chips for passenger car colours. Each chip is sprayed with Centari products to ensure excellent colour accuracy. The chips are conveniently sorted by car make and colour code, and all chips of one colour are always found together.

Extremely comprehensive, our Centari Fan Deck has over 3,700 colour chips in 72 booklets, with colours going back as far as model year 2010. To guarantee that you always have the most up-to-date colour information, we provide regular updates.

* The Centari fan deck can also be used with the Cromax Basecoat.